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very end of their resources. Not for nothing did Mr. and Mrs.
Lang, whose studies were concentrated on the distress among
members of the non-privileged categories, find themselves
compelled to break off their visit after four weeks, although
they had originally intended to stay for six, the sole reason
being the torment which the witnessing of these human
tragedies had caused them. The Langs returned from Russia
profoundly shocked, and live now with but one aim—to serve
the cause of relief for these unfortunates.
When Stalin began the radical communization of industry and
agriculture, and the number of innocent victims of economic
distress reached its maximum, those peoples outside which still
had kinsmen settled in the Soviet Union began to react more
and more strongly to the appeals for help which reached them.
These came from the Jews in the Ukraine and White Russia,
from German colonists, Catholic priests and Lutheran
pastors—in short, from all who could hope for assistance
from abroad.
These appeals naturally fell upon ready ears, and attempts
were made to regulate and extend the remittances of money and
food to individual persons in the Soviet Union which were
already being sent This was done in particular by the Jews,
who have their own organizations in Vienna, London, New
York, etc.; by the Germans, whose relief work is organized
through the "Brethren in Distress"; by the European Central
Office for Inter-Church Aid at Geneva, whose Russian relief
is conducted by Professor Keller; by the "Baltic Work for
Russia," directed by Oberpastor O. Schabert of Riga; and by
various other organizations which need not be enumerated ir
detail* It should be mentioned, however, that Russians anc
Ukrainians living abroad possess organizations of their own tc
assist their friends in Russia.
Hitherto relief has been organized partly on national an<
partly on religious lines; it being noteworthy that differen
Churches have successfully collaborated, e.g. in the Europeaj

